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Abstract 

Mechanically induced reactivity of gibbsite in an attrition mill is focused in this paper.  

Reactivity of milled gibbsite, assessed in terms of its dehydroxylation and dissolution 

in alkali solution, is found to increase with the increase in milling time. Besides 

analysing the increased reactivity in terms of the changes in physicochemical 

characteristics, an attempt has also been made to correlate the reactivity with 

physicochemical changes. Changes in the characteristics of gibbsite during milling in 

an attrition mill and corresponding change in reactivity are compared with that 

observed during milling in a planetary mill described in part 1; thus a comparison of 

two different types of mills in terms of their efficiency in bringing out 

structural/reactivity changes is illustrated using the same feed stock, gibbsite.  

Keywords: Mechanical activation, attrition mill, gibbsite, structural changes, 

amorphisation, reactivity. 

1.0 Introduction 

Mechanical activation (MA) of gibbsite-its relevance along with a list of all 

earlier studies pertaining to MA of gibbsite- has been detailed in part 1 as a prelude to 

the mechanically induced reactivity of gibbsite during milling in a planetary mill.  It 

has analysed the mechanically induced reactivity in terms of the ensuing changes in 

the physicochemical characteristics.  Looking from the point of scale up to industrial 

level, planetary mill does not seem to be attractive, at lease for the present, in terms of 

throughput; maximum throughput available is around 5000 kg/h [1].  On the other 

hand attrition mills having capacity as high as 10000 l (~50 t/h) is in operation and 

seems to remain unchallenged for some time in the scenario of high energy milling 
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